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BRIEF PROJECT EXPLANATION
 Compared with wood, bamboo has the advantages of a short 

growth cycle, easy to obtain, and low economic cost, so it is a better eco-

sustainable building material. Nowadays, designers have been widely 

studying bamboo as an eco-friendly building material. In ancient China, 

people used the excellent bending properties of bamboo to weave it and 

made many nonlinear living utensils. With the improvement of science and 

technology, modern architects explore nonlinear bamboo architecture or 

bamboo construction design. However, the specific growth and non-standard 

bamboo pose many parametric bamboo architectural design challenges. 

This project will compare and analyze the traditional construction and multi-

technology cooperative mode of The Green Weaved Corridor bamboo 

pavilion and bamboo chair and discuss a new parameterized bamboo 

architecture design workflow. The design form of the bamboo gallery is 

nonlinear and parameterized.

 Chaozhou-Xidong Cooperative, which is located on the bank of 

Han River, has an ideal ecological environment. Bamboo is rich in local 

resources, with green, low-carbon, beautiful, fast growth, and excellent 

characteristics. Furthermore, a group of experienced and skilled bamboo 

craftsmen, the local traditional bamboo craft industry is developed.  

 There are flowerbeds, farmland, and riverside culture here, 

which attracts many tourists to sightseeing. However, the purely natural 

environment lacks rest space with humanistic flavor, and tourists lack a 

structure to protect themselves from the sun and rain and enjoy tea in 

the process of playing here. In order to be in harmony with the natural 

environment, we designed a bamboo pavilion called The Green Weaved 

Corridor for the small town of Xidong in Chaozhou based on local materials. 

 Through parametric construction, a modern-style bamboo promenade was 

designed. Through careful material selection, cutting, forging, splicing, and joint 

efforts by local bamboo masters, we have worked together to solve many problems 

to successfully build a bamboo promenade and quickly put it into use. We explored 

the reasons for the decline of local bamboo architecture. Firstly, the local design 

works are too traditional and unattractive; the automation level of the construction 

process is low, and the production efficiency is low. Secondly, the material selection 

takes too long and wastes a lot of staffing and material resources; the utilization rate 

of nonstandardized bamboo materials is low, resulting in much material waste. In 

order to help the local bamboo industry revitalize and promote bamboo culture, We 

will discuss a new multi-technology fusion processing flow.

 Limited by the non-standard nature of bamboo, bamboo has always 

been regarded as a traditional, restrictive, and timeconsuming building material. 

Therefore, there is an urgent need for an enhanced parametric design system 

and digital construction workflow to upgrade the traditional bamboo construction 

process. In this project, through the analysis of the bamboo pavilion “ The Green 

Weaved Corridor  “ under the traditional construction method, five main factors 

restricting the development of bamboo architecture are obtained: difficult positioning 

of supporting structure, low efficiency of material selection and matching, the 

manual processing of materials, non-standard node and low utilization rate of non-

standard waste materials. Then, through case analysis, we proposed the technical 

means to improve these factors and put forward a multi-technology collaborative 

digital construction workflow. The workflow will comprise augmented reality, 3D 

scanning, robot-aided construction, 3D printing, and design rules. Moreover, by 

building parametric benches, we used augmented reality technology and new 

design rules to verify multi-technology collaborative fabrication workflow possibilities 

and effectiveness. This project wants to explore a parametric design method based 

on bamboo material characteristics and multi-technology collaborative workflow, 

to improve the utilization rate of non-standard bamboo components in parametric 

design.  
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